The paper presents a novel concept that analyzes and visualizes worldwide fashion trends. Our goal is to reveal cutting-edge fashion trends without displaying an ordinary fashion style. To achieve the fashion-based analysis, we created a new fashion culture database (FCDB), which consists of 76 million geo-tagged images in 16 cosmopolitan cities. By grasping a fashion trend of mixed fashion styles, the paper also proposes an unsupervised fashion trend descriptor (FTD) using a fashion descriptor, a codeword vector, and temporal analysis. To unveil fashion trends in the FCDB, the temporal analysis in FTD effectively emphasizes consecutive features between two different times. In experiments, we clearly show the analysis of fashion trends and fashion-based city similarity. As the result of large-scale data collection and an unsupervised analyzer, the proposed approach achieves world-level fashion visualization in a time series. The code, model, and FCDB will be publicly available after the construction of the project page.
Introduction
Farnand Braudel stated that the fashion history started to continuously change in the 14th century [2] . The early fashion change was mainly seen in European cultures. Through the mass production of the industrial revolution, the numbers of various fashion styles and designers have simultaneously increased all over the world. Due to fashion cultures in the 20th century, fashion trends have been changing each year. Especially, sophisticated fashion communities that largely affect world trends are gathered in cosmopoli- * Indicates equal contribution.
tan cities such as New York and Paris. Undoubtedly, fashion trends are affected by local culture and climate change; however, these fashion communities tend to lead the world fashion industry. Moreover, photo-sharing websites such as Flickr and Instagram exploded the number of pictures. The enormous amount of images helps to characterize fashion trends. Thus, worldwide data collection from image locations and times highly accelerates large-scale spatio-temporal fashion trends. Moreover, digital fashion analysis has been studied in the field of computer vision (e.g., cloth parsing [20] , style recognition [12] ). A more recent study treats fashion recognition with compact convolutional neural network (CNN) activation [18] . The author's experiments showed that a style descriptor is robust to image background. That positive result allows us to analyze a fashion style in the real world.
In this paper, we propose the concept of "changing fashion cultures", which analyzes and visualizes worldwide fashion trends in a time series. We highlight our contributions below:
Conceptual contribution: We propose a novel concept to analyze and visualize worldwide fashion trends. We refer to this concept as changing fashion cultures, which enable the unveiling of the latest fashion styles. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of vision-based temporal fashion trends analysis by a geo-tagged image database. To realize the concept, we created a new fashion database that contains over 76M fashion snaps in 16 cosmopolitan cities (see Figure 1(b) ).
Technical contribution: An unsupervised fashion trend descriptor (FTD) created from a feature description, clus- tering, a codeword vector, and temporal analysis is also proposed in this paper. The FTD is calculated by two consecutive times to appear the latest fashion styles. To improve the codeword-based representation, we experimentally enhance the style descriptor with an extra feature. The FTD is a simple codeword-based approach, but it is an effective unsupervised analyzer.
Experimental contribution: In experiments, we clearly show our analysis of fashion trends and fashion-based city similarity. As the result of large-scale data collection and the unsupervised analyzer, the proposed approach enables us to realize world-level fashion visualization in a time series.
Related work

Fashion database
The first notable work in fashion analysis was cloth parsing, which used a graphical model [20] . The resulting Fashionista dataset was released to the research community, and the database has induced the recent flow of fashion analyses.
Some studies have focused on a fashion attribute analysis [3, 21, 14] . As an example, the DeepFashion dataset was released in the age of big data [14] . This large-scale database strengthened attribute estimation through a datadriven deep learned architecture. Liu et al. verified that fashion landmarks improve the attribute recognition in a fashion database [15] .
In style classification, the Hipster Wars dataset [12] provided a source of fashion style recognition, which is a difficult problem, because fashion style is defined by highlevel features and not only low-level features such as color, texture, and oriented edges. In their experiment, a highlevel feature could effectively divide fashion styles in the Hipster Wars dataset. Similar data come from the Fashionability dataset [17] . The Fashionability dataset contains 144K images cropped with fashion snaps and geo-tags in the real world. A style descriptor [18] is deeply learned in the framework of weak supervision in the Fashionability dataset. The style descriptor calculates a compact feature by treating a similar fashion pair located at near coordinates in Euclidean space. We believe that the compact and accurate representation allows us to conduct very large-scale fashion analyses.
To explicitly observe worldwide fashion trends, we have collected an enormous number of geo-tagged images from photo-sharing websites. Our database is about 100 times larger than the other fashion databases (see Table 1 ).
Geo-tagged image analysis
Studies using geo-tagged images collected from photosharing websites have influenced the computer vision field in the last decade. Flickr and Panoramio have supplied a developer tool to promote their new web service. Along the same lines, the Yahoo! Creative Commons 100M Database (YFCC100M) [19] was created, and it consists of 100 million images and geo-tagged information. This data col- [10] . Other studies have demonstrated landmark recognition from a picture taken at some location [9] and database construction for landmark retrieval [4] . Our paper is highly inspired by city identification via attribute analysis [22, 13] . This successful identification derived the characteristics of 21 selected cities over 3 continents. The scene attributer and the SUN database was used to describe an identity based on 7 important attributes (e.g., water coverage, green space coverage). The difference between our analysis and that by [22] is shown below:
• City identity: Due to scene-based recognition, their approach tends to be a static analysis.
• Changing fashion cultures (ours): Fashion trends dramatically shift depending on the intention of designers and fashion industries. Therefore, we must include the temporal representation in geo-tagged analysis. That is, we must visualize the fashion trends in multiple cities.
Fashion culture database (FCDB)
In this section, we summarize the FCDB and discuss a scenario for worldwide fashion analysis, database collection, and annotation.
Summary of FCDB
We generate the fashion culture database (FCDB), which helps to achieve a temporal analysis for worldwide fashion changes in individual global cities.
The FCDB is collected from the Yahoo! Creative Commons 100M Database (YFCC100M) [19] , which contains 100 million Flickr images. We focus on 21 global cities based on city identity [22] . However, we exclude the cosmopolitan cities if the number of images is less than 100K. Consequently, 16 of the 21 cosmopolitan cities remain. To analyze temporal fashion culture changes, we insert a time stamp at each image from 2000 to 2015. Table 2 shows the list of 16 cities and their longitudes and latitudes. The FCDB includes a total of 76,532,519 images. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest existing fashion database (see Table 1 ). The FCDB enables global-scale fashion trend 
Two tasks for worldwide fashion analysis
Based on fashion styles, we determined two different tasks: spatial city perception and temporal fashion trend analysis. In this paper, we define the fashion style of clothes according to social status, climate, culture, and religious and personal preference. Moreover, we treat similar appearances of style (e.g., usage of a style descriptor [18] ) as a fashion style to efficiently represent fashion styles in the extremely large FCDB. To be exact, unsupervised clustering is used to handle countless fashion styles as a limited number.
We solve the spatial and the temporal fashion analyses on the FCDB. The two divided tasks are defined as follows:
• City perception & similarity as a spatial fashion analysis: We spatially analyze the 16 cities based on [22] . First, we try to identify a city with only a fashion-based descriptor in 5.2. A second spatial analysis shows a city similarity graph at a particular time in 5.3. The similarity graph is calculated with a codeword vector that represents the culmination of fashion styles.
• Fashion trend as a temporal fashion analysis: We analyze temporal subtraction between two consecutive times (e.g., years y & y + 1) in order to show the latest fashion trend at the moment. The task of temporal fashion analysis must visualize several fashion trends as examples. The visualization is shown in 5.4.
Image collection and automatic annotation
To collect a ten-million-order fashion database, we capture geo-tagged images from Flickr. As shown in Figure 2, the FCDB contains (i) captured images from the YFCC100M dataset, (ii) person-cropped images, and (iii) time stamps and geo-tag information. We set a 100 km radius around a city in order to collect images (i) based on longitude and latitude (see Table 2 ). The 16 cities in the FCDB are {London, New York, Boston, Paris, Toronto, Barcelona, Tokyo, San Francisco, Hong Kong, Zurich, Seoul, Beijing, Bangkok, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, New Delhi}. The areas do not overlap each other. To create the images shown in (ii), we apply VGG16-model Faster R-CNN [16] , which is a real-time object detection framework. We set the thresholding value as 0.8 and use only the person-label in the Pascal VOC pre-trained model. The person-cropped image allows us to eliminate noises in a background. A set of geo-tag and time stamp in (iii) is replicated from the YFCC100M dataset. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) indicate the numbers of images collected from the YFCC100M and cropped human patches, respectively.
The cities are annotated with longitudes and latitudes in Table 2 . Therefore, we can automatically execute the annotations on the FCDB by positional information. The database have been cross validated by the annotators and extra validators.
Fashion Style Features
Local feature descriptor for fashion analysis
We calculate StyleNet as a local feature descriptor. Although StyleNet is strong for representing a fashion style, we believe that an extra feature is beneficial for complementing StyleNet in a cropped-person image. Then we experimentally assign L*a*b as a color feature.
StyleNet is based on the concept of deep similarity, which directly calculates the distance between two fashion snaps in Euclidean space by using deep learning [18] . The goal is to learn the similarity of fashion style as a Euclidean distance. The squared distance D(., .) between two images I 1 and I 2 in Euclidean space is as follows:
( 1) where f (.) is a projection function from the image space into the Euclidean space which represents fashion similarity. This projection function is trained with a deep learning architecture. It is jointly trained with cross-entropy and ranking loss with triplet τ = (I − , I, I + ) that contains anchor I, positive I (I + ; similar image to I), and negative I (I − ; dissimilar image to I) images.
Here we employ the Fashion144k dataset [17] to train the StyleNet descriptor. The Fashion144k dataset is collected from a web-based image. The characteristics are very similar to the FCDB, and so we do not need to apply additional training to StyleNet. Given an image I, the pre-trained StyleNet outputs a 128-dim vector in Euclidean space. Similar fashion styles tend to be close to each other in the Euclidean space. However, we believe that a more detailed color feature is required in the street style downloaded by Flickr. Therefore, the combined feature of StyleNet and L*a*b is assigned.
We use the L*a*b feature to improve a StyleNet feature. In our implementation, the L*a*b feature originally has 256 dimensions and is compressed into 128 dimensions by principal component analysis (PCA). To concatenate L*a*b and the StyleNet feature, we expect to get color robustness. We show the experiment of feature improvement in Section 5.1.
Fashion Trend Descriptor (FTD)
To unveil the latest fashion trends without displaying an ordinary fashion style, we propose the fashion trend descriptor (FTD) F , which is the subtraction result between two codeword vectors for two consecutive times. The combined vector of StyleNet+L*a*b is clustered to construct a bag-of-words (BoW) [5] as a codeword vector. To visualize a fashion trend as a temporal fashion analysis, we employ the FTD. The detailed description is shown in Figure 4 .
We use a standard BoW vector and its subtraction of two consecutive times in the FTD. First, a dictionary is generated at the StyleNet+L*a*b descriptor. The dictionary is calculated with the k-means algorithm from 1,600,000 randomly selected feature vectors in the FCDB. We set the number of codewords to 1,000 (= K), which has been given by good experimental results for modeling fashion style. In test time, a feature vector is assigned to the closest centroid in the dictionary for constructing a codeword vector.
The subtraction of codeword vectors is based on [11] , where positive F + , negative F − , and zero-mean value F 0 are equal to the subtraction value ∆v under the following three conditions:
The subtraction of codeword vectors ∆v is calculated from the codeword vectors at time t and t − 1 (∆v
). The codeword vector is v ∈ R 1,000 at each word i, where F + and F − are the appearing and disappearing fashion styles, and F 0 shows ordinary fashion styles that are not changed at the time.
Experimental results and discussion
The paper applies the concept to worldwide fashion trend analyses. We evaluate and visualize two different scenarios (spatial fashion analysis and temporal fashion analysis) on the FCDB. The spatial fashion analysis is executed to understand city perception and its similarity among 16 cities based on the conventional work [22] . The spatial fashion analysis is shown in 5.2 and 5.3. Moreover, we verify the temporal fashion analysis in 5.4. The temporal fashion analysis unveils worldwide fashion trends in a time sequence. The representative fashion trends are clearly visualized in the experiment. We also show a feature improvement for a better analysis in 5.1. The improvement is started by StyleNet. We additionally concatenate local features such as L*a*b, HOG [6] , and DeCAF [8] .
Feature Improvement
To add sophistication to a codeword-based feature representation from fashion snaps, we consider an improvement feature that significantly represents a fashion style in this subsection. We apply several features such as L*a*b (Lab) and DeCAF in addition to StyleNet as a baseline. That is, we answer whether StyleNet is enough as a fashion style descriptor. In the task of fashion style classification, we apply the HipsterWars dataset, which includes clear labels about fashion styles 1 . We classify five fashion styles (Bohemian, Hipster, Pinup, Preppy, Goth) in the Hipster Wars dataset.
The FCDB includes images that are taken under various difficulties such as illumination change, outdoor/indoor, and cluttered backgrounds. Therefore, we must consider combining a sophisticated feature with StyleNet as the objective in the paper. Here, Lab, AlexNet (AN), VGGNet (VN), HOG, and combined features are extracted from an input image. All feature dimensions are standardized as 128 dimensions with PCA. We compare original images and cropped-person images by R-CNN in the classification. The settings of SVM are the RBF-kernel, C = 0.01 and the train/test follows the HipsterWars dataset.
The classification accuracy on HipsterWars is shown in Figure 5 . The figure gives the comparison results of an original style classification (Hipster) and a cropped-person style classification (Hipster bbox), i.e., not only the feature improvement from the baseline. The detected person scenario (Hipster bbox) corresponds to the FCDB, which crops persons by the detector. The StyleNet+Lab (SN+Lab) improvement is +0.8% (Hipster) and +3.6% (Hipster bbox) by comparing StyleNet (SN) only; namely, the improvement is shown by using the Lab color feature. The other combined features (e.g., SN+AN: 73.8% and 72.8%, SN+VN: 75.1% and 75.5%) did not reach the same improvement from the baseline. According to the results, the color information is one of the important elements in fashion style. In other words, the fashion style descriptor is complemented by the color feature. Therefore, we aim for an improvement feature that adds color information into the conventional fashion-oriented feature [18] .
By comparing a codeword vector with the StyleNet and 1 The Fashion144K dataset also has style labels but it has broad-sense attributes based on part-based labels StyleNet+Lab, the visualization of feature improvement is shown in Figure 6 . To discuss the effect of codeword performance in 5.2 and 5.3, we show our feature improvement in the figure. We visualize the codeword vector for each city in Figure 6 (a) (only StyleNet) and Figure 6 (b) (StyleNet+Lab). We mapped these codeword vectors positioned by t-SNE (t=2). Figure 6(b) illustrates that the feature improvement clearly affects the distance among cities (the separability performance is better).
16-city perception
To confirm the city identity based on previous work [22] , we classify between cities with a fashion-based codeword. We classify 16 cities in the FCDB with the codeword vectors of the combined StyleNet+Lab and BoW. These codeword vectors are generated by the fashion style descriptor extracted from city images and k-means clustering Figure 7 . Confusion matrix from fashion-based city identity recognition with codeword vector (K=1,000). Based on the previous works, we generate 500 training and 100 testing 1,000-dim codeword vectors. To make train/test codeword vectors for each city, we divide images from the FCDB. We randomly select 10,000 images and generate a train/test codeword vector. Figure 7 shows the confusion matrix of the 16-city perception. The performance of city perception is a total of 98.9%. The result suggests that a fashion-based codeword vector expresses the city characteristics. We also confirmed that a different culture tends to be a more discriminative feature (e.g., New York is more similar to other Western countries than to Asian countries). The results show that the fashion-based codeword is more discriminative than the scene-based feature: that is, people reflect the city.
City similarity
We show the similarity or difference between two cities by using the fashion style descriptor. In the city similarity, our approach basically aligns with Zhou's analysis of scene-based city similarity [22] in the graph representation. Figure 8 illustrates the fashion-based city similarity by referring to the scene-based city similarity.
According to Figure 7 , the perfectly percepted cities (e.g., Paris, Kuala Lumpur, and Tokyo) tend to have separatable characteristics in the codeword vector, such as cultural background and climate. The knowledge is similar to the fashion-specified "What Makes Paris Look like Paris?" in 2012 [7] . The cities that do not have 100% perception are seen in the European countries (Barcelona, London, and Zurich, which are connected by land) and the US (New York and San Francisco, which are in the same country). The two tendencies come from similar backgrounds such as lan- Figure 8 . Fashion-based city similarity graph: The input is from 1,000-dim codeword vectors with StyleNet+Lab. The nodes and edges correspond to cities and similarities between pairs of cities, where the line thickness indicates the degree of similarity. In the graph representation, we set the thresholding value as 0.2 in order to eliminate low correlations.
guage, climate, and short distance. These fashionabilities are inevitably standardized against each other.
Cities such as Paris, San Francisco, and London have strong similarities to each other. These are so-called fashionable cities; however, their label is not a sufficient reason to describe the similarities. One reason is described by the World Tourism Barometer [1] . The tourism-rank statistics for 2013-2015 show France & the US are the top 2, and the UK is 8th. Especially, Paris, San Francisco, and London are dense tourist areas. Although the averages of fashionabilities are affected by tourists, the fashion styles from traditional cultures allow us to highly classify between cities (see Figure 7) .
The separability of Tokyo and Hong Kong is high; namely, the two countries have strong uniqueness. Especially, Tokyo has fashion-specific characteristics in our analysis. Recently, different fashion cultures appear at each area in Tokyo. The cultures are coming from traditional & latest cultures. Another tendency shows social activities from history such as Singapore, Bankok and Kuala Lumpur.
The knowledge of the fashion-based city similarity is different from the scene-based one, because geographical restrictions are not subject to the recent developments of the World Wide Web and transportation networks.
Fashion trends
In this section we show the worldwide fashion trends at each year relative to the previous year. We assign our FTD as an unsupervised analyzer to clearly and explicitly depict the fashion trends as a result of temporal subtraction.
Here we evaluate fashionability changes per city with our FTD. The codeword dictionary is generated with the images over 16 years (from 2000 to 2015) from the FCDB. The FTD, especially parameters F + , F − , visualizes the fashion- ability changes by the values of the differences (> T H = 0.01, where the value is experimentally decided) at each codeword. We take a couple of representative fashion snaps that are the nearest samples 2 to centroids. We believe that the nearest fashion snaps represent a strong fashionability at the codeword. Figure 9 illustrates the changing fashion trends in the randomly selected cities and years.
Conclusion
In the paper, we proposed a novel fashion trend analysis from a large-scale database collection and an unsupervised framework. We collected the fashion culture database (FCDB), which consists of 76 million geo-tagged images in 16 cosmopolitan cities. To visualize the cutting-edge fashion trends, we also proposed an unsupervised fashion trend descriptor (FTD) that is composed by a fashion style descriptor, a codeword vector, and temporal subtraction. The combination of our FCDB and FTD significantly visualizes worldwide fashion trends in a time series. In the future, we plan to collect fashion snaps over a longer timeframe (e.g., 30 years) in order to observe the periodic changes of fashion cultures in different countries.
